Posner "suggests", earlier first-shot
Deep art "are usually
plenty of time" to but 5 FT twice. The photo
captions are not exactly read. It is Martin gry. In the
text Mantik is less than
There and so be knows so little to understand this,
was one of the plagiarisms
I attributed to Posner and
Deut not even a no name
defined from him. It is
from a work of propaganda
by Frank Current to interest Easy job in
The in avenues. Posner had what is really was and
pretended he has lived
that supposity add
Figure 1: This astonishing photograph, from Newsweek (22 November 1993), shows the final headshot at 30-40 feet further down Elm Street than frame Z-313 (the supposed final headshot). This downhill location is strongly suggested by early reenactments as well as data tables and documents, all of which the Warren Commission ignored.
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...continues from page 219.

Not guilty, some other domestic
consider.
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Argues that acquiring medical
knowledge and regard with them, is new
ignorance of yet before him.

Just works do this better, because
they do not depend on interpretations
or observations, they can have other mean-
ings than man wants to give them. Why look
at them if these actually on the official careless
with no experiments exist here.
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lying up in our concepts, experiments,
the idea, my that the false catalogue is at
the medical evidence. But how does
assertive are ignorant of medical work that
not confused a confusing.

"They will not have known who
fired the football shot" without Decker
Plaza. The else would not ended not with
Decker Plaza. Still again without end.

subject-matter of in and. Besides, Nantak
does not know the end "Decker Plaza.


...
We had "reviewed" all the photos, that could not have told the rest of the story. The forty additional photos, subject matter, image and their order.

Mentor, he begins largely concerned in the medical evidence. It would be more accurate if he had said his concept of a very small part of the medical evidence in which he adds nothing to what was known of that part and he adds his knowledge to what was known about the crime, to put into the medical evidence a to what was known about the crime. He talks about his belief that it all comes with him when no fact does. He talks about this false, that the medical evidence can yield no meaningful conclusion about Oswald's ultimate guilt or innocence. It cannot add and be significant of it. While telling down to all others including those who did the least he is sure of.

Mentor in Zapruder film #5: Does Mentek know enough to have a valid whole film on

Recollection after decades prime feature does not an out of conclusion
Month 3

But, I recall my first conclusions: it is
obvious that in addition to believing all "flips" is "doctrinal"
and hence useless any argument against 'pathetic' now
apparatus. In conclusion but were of the question what
preachers say is their reflection - of such an unusual
schooling event - and after much time I was forced
to ask questions of my research students.
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... and all the others had
prepared to play about 10:30. From the evening news
that Daily Times referred to it as a record-breaking one
in National TV. I remember a little the next day
the first night on the first of 1969, I watched
the seventeenth game and was touched. I wanted so
much about it. In some way that my children can appreciate
and understand people are all united in it.
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... and they dig in. I am an upright citizen, if
what goes wrong, come always into your study
and draw up a study of the situation that you dig in.
This starts the thinking process, and I later learned that in
order to answer a question in the test, I must be able to
then write your examination long but then, but it
does not help with your dream. How do you do on it,
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Mantik, I don't know if he knew of them printed, because,
although they were fruitful Do it, and it is in my part of PM they use!
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After Mantik first saw NBA results that is when the
low dream theory began to dpinteg rate for him
Mantik says he never read the first (1965) book, so he did not understand it.

In the next following part, Mantik claims his subject another syndrome, and that for him all that matters is what his sick ego tells him is important and is not in any sense what it is not alone pathetic and stupid as well as not correct or true. E.g., p. 283 for them what is not their normal human existence, nothing were established for them.

The Zapruder Film Controversy 325/4

Many Eyewitnesses: he claimed authority does not say that eyewitnesses are always more dependable or accurate than photos + videos. In this way, Mantik argues what he says is his as a subhead: "Eyewitnesses in the

Professional Literature "but not one on Eyewitnesses in The Court Room

343 head shot "not at time of head wound from the bullet, when was shot that then?"